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Even in WAR TIME!

Yes, war does disenchant life. There's less time for pleasant trifles, less money for luxuries. But we still can enjoy restful, leisurely dining and the simple entertaining that is a gesture of courage. That's why your table is more important than ever. So for morale's sake, put extra stress upon the little, civilizing details of setting and service - even when you're dining alone.

Use Your Best China Every Day

It's really not extravagant when you own Syracuse True China. The exquisite beauty and perfection of this American-made ware is a lovely mask for amazing strength and durability. Syracuse True China is true, vitrified china...refined in the heat of intense fires that transform each tiny particle of feldspar and china clay, into clear, crystalline beauty of wonderful hardness.

Make This Test

Hold a Syracuse True China plate to the light. See your hand through it. Tap it, hear it ring. Both tell you it is true, hard-fired china...thin, strong and perfectly shaped. China that will retain its undimmed freshness, even if you do use it for everyday. Write for folder HG6, illustrating 31 lovely designs and shapes in full color. And please be patient. Your favorite store has - or will have - patterns as soon as we can catch up with demand.

ONONDAGA POTTERY CO.

RESEARCH, that behind-the-scenes work which later forms the basis of scientific advancement, has played an important part in building the national reputation of the Home Economics Division at Iowa State. At the present time each of the eight subject-matter departments conducts a graduate program leading to the master of science degree, with the Department of Food and Nutrition offering the degree of doctor of philosophy. All the departments provide minor work toward the doctorate.

Since the initiation of graduate work in 1915, 660 masters and eleven doctors have received their degrees from this institution. By departments they are divided as follows: Applied Art, 26 M.S.; Child Development, 66 M.S.; Foods and Nutrition, 131 M.S., 11 Ph.D.; Home Economics Education, 206 M.S.; Home Management, 56 M.S.; Institution Management, 26 M.S.; Household Equipment, 48 M.S., and Textiles and Clothing, 101 M.S.

As the idea of science with practice has grown to be the aim of the graduate program at Iowa State, each of the fields of science, physical, biological, social, has supported its related home economics area. This has been a fortunate aspect of the whole graduate program in home economics.

The passage of the Purnell Act in 1925, providing funds for research in land-grant colleges to improve rural life, made possible in the Division of Home Eco-

Neatness Is the Thing

We'll help you keep your clothes this way.

COLLEGE CLEANERS
136 Welch Ave. Phone 2500

Where Students Meet to Eat

L-WAY CAFE
2418 Lincolnway Phone 330
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Research

omics the development of research as a part of the Agricultural Experiment Station. At that time the Foods and Nutrition Department initiated a long-term research program; almost simultaneously both textile chemistry and household equipment programs were started. Since then, home management and home economics education have also developed research projects in the Experiment Station.

Under the leadership of the research staff of the Foods and Nutrition Department, a cooperative study was initiated in which the nutrition staffs of seven middlewestern colleges and universities have participated. The study undertaken was the nutritional status of the college women and is in its eighth year.

In order to supplement the research programs which were underway, the directors of research in the various departments have had the services of research or graduate-fellows. Much progress in home economics research has been made possible by these young women who have carried forward theses which have been parts of a long-time research program. Since 1922, when there were five fellows in the division, the number has grown to include twenty-two who are distributed among the eight departments.

In addition to the research carried on in the Experiment Station, a considerable amount has been carried on by individual staff members and graduate students in all the various phases of the home economics field.
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**For a Real Treat**

Enjoy a well-cooked meal in pleasant, quiet surroundings.

You Are Assured Excellent Service

THE COLLEGE INN

2426 Lincoln Way

Phone 1577
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We have fresh, quality fruits and groceries for your parties and snacks.

AMES WHOLESALE FRUIT CO.

Second & Elm

Phone 84

---

**He wants your Valentine picture**

from

HILL’S STUDIO

2530 Lincolnway

Phone 347
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“*A Word to the Wise is Sufficient*”

After One Week of Winter Quarter the Sales Price Goes Up---$4.00.

Reserve Your Book for the Spring Publication.

On Sale From January 4 to 8 at the Collegiate Press Bldg.

BUY YOURS NOW

Only $3.00

Bomb of ’44

---
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